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OPENING STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE . 
UNITED KINGDOM ON THE ECONOMIC SITUATION AND OUTLOOK 

1. Our statement to the Working Party last June emphasized that the 
strengthening of the balance of payments was the first priority of the United 
Kingdom Government and that, accordingly, the overriding strategy of the Budget 
of April 1965 was the attainment of balance on external account in the second 
half of 1966. We reminded the Working Party that in setting this objective the 
need to reduce and remove the temporary import charge as soon as possible was 
being taken into account. 

THE MEASURES OF P7-JULY 1965 

2. Early in the summer a fresh appraisal of the economic outlook was made, 
taking into account the less favourable prospects for world trade and the 
possible repercussions on United Kingdom export performance. Further correotive 
measures were decided upon and announced on 2? «July. These fell into two 
categories: (a) those intended to exert their effect on the balance of payments 
indirectly, by reducing the growth of home demand, and (b) those operating on the 
balance of payments directly. 

J. The main measures in category (a) were as follows. First, the maximum 
repayment period for hire purchase contracts was reduced from three years to 
thirty months, with limited exceptions. (The principal impact is expected to 
be on car purchases.) Second, in the public sector, where contracts had not 
been signed by 27 July, starting dates would be postponed for six months for 
non-industrial projects other than housing, schools and hospitals. (This 
applied to projects of both the Government and local authorities, though there 
would be exemptions for areas of high unemployment and also for designated 
development districts.) Third, purchases of goods - equipment and stores -
would be deferred to the maximum possible extent, and manpower requirements 
would also be reviewed. (The nationalized industries would be asked to act 
similarly.) Fourth, local authorities operating schemes for house purchase 
loans would cut back their loans; and, as a longer-term measure, the Government 
would in future be more restrictive in sanctioning borrowing by local authorities 
for capital purposes. Fifth, for large private construction projects other 
than,housing and industrial building, the Government would seek powers with some 
retrospective effect to 27 July to determine starting dates. 
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4. The measures in category (b) comprised very largely changes in exchange / ' 
control. No further approvals would be given for the use of official exchange 
for direct investment in the non-sterling area, which would have to be financed for 
the time being with-investment currency or by. borrowing in the nori-sterling area. 
Certain further categories of foreign currency, would no longer be eligible for 
disposal through the investment Currency market. Payments for imports from the 
non-sterling area in advance of arrival would normally be permitted only against 
evidence of despatch. Stricter control would be exercised over borrowing in the 
United.Kingdom by subsidiaries of parent companies in the non-sterling area. 
A further improvement was being made in the bank guarantee facility given by the_ 
Exports Credits Guarantee Department and arrangements were also being made to 
reduce the cost of shorter-term export credit. Finally - a measure outside the 
scope of the exchange control regulations though closely related to them - the 
commercial banks were asked to- l$pk more carefully,.at requests for credit where 
there was evidence that such credit related to payment for imports. 

5. The estimated effects of both categories of measures have of course been 
taken into account in the assessment included in the two succeeding sections of 
this statement of prospects for the domestic economy and the balance of payments. 

THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY v -.'''';_ ' 

6. We expect the further deflationary effect of the category (a) measures to be 
appreciable. Although it is too early for this effect to be widely reflected in 
the statistical indicators, it is noteworthy that in the wake of the tightening of 
repayment terms, new hire purchase contracts for cars have fallen. It is in any 
case clear -that even before the end-July measures the pressure of demand was 
beginning to ease, partly in response to the restrictive measures taken earlier by 
the Government." Gross domestic product in real terms ceased to rise between the 
first quarter and the second, and indeed may have dropped back slightly. >The 
industrial production index for the three months May-July was little changed from 
the previous three months; this was partly because of supply difficulties in some •'-
industries," but also reflected a weakening of demand in other sectors. And - • 
in contrast to the position reported to the Working Party some three months ago -
the trend of unemployment is, now"clearly upwards, and that of unfilled vacancies -
downwards. 

7. The main check to demand has been, as intended, to consumer spending. The fall 
recorded by retail sales in the second quarter was probably exaggerated by the 
substantial anticipatory buying before the Budget; nevertheless, sales in real, 
terms were as much as I2/2 per cent lower in the three months May-July than In 
the first quarter, and car registrations have been running well below last year's 
average. Industrial investment has been maintained at a high level, although the 
rate of increase was slowing down in the first half of this year, while commercial 
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investment may have started to turn down. Housebuilding, especially in the 
private sector, seems to have been curtailed by the credit squeeze. Stockbuilding 
has been running at only about half last year's rate. As against this, the 
volume of exports has risen in recent months. Public expenditure has almost 
certainly remained on an upward trend. 

8. The least satisfactory feature of the situation has been the continued rapid 
expansion of money incomes. However, the Government has come forward with a new 
initiative in prices and incomes policy (described in the concluding section of 
this statement) and the slackening in the general pressure of demand should of 
itself contribute significantly to a moderation of wage pressure. 

9. We expect only a very modest rise in output from now on, with a progressive 
further easing in the pressure of demand including demand for labour. Investment, 
both public and private, will be increasingly under restraint, and personal 
consumption is likely to grow very moderately indeed. 

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

10. The figures for the overall balance of payments in the second quarter of 1965 
have been published in the September issue of Economic Trends. The second quarter 
is seasonally favourable to the current account and with this help, there was a 
surplus of £28 million in the quarter. There was a surplus on current account and 
a change in the balance of private investment, which showed an inflow of £13 million 
in the second quarter compared with an outflow of £75 million in the previous 
quarter. 

11. On a seasonally adjusted basis, the current account deficit increased between 
the first and second quarters but special factors are believed to have distorted 
the trend of imports between the two quarters. Taking the two quarters together, 
the first half year's deficit on current account was, on a seasonally adjusted basis, 
about one third the deficit in the second half of 1964. 

12. The Budget measures relating to exchange control were partly responsible for 
the improvement of about £90 million in the long-term capital account between the 
first quarter (when the outflow had remained very high) and the second. 

13. Since the second quarter of the year, imports have remained unchanged and over 
the first nine months of the year they have been only slightly above thé average 
value in the same period in 1964. The upward trend of exports appears to have 
been re-established. Over the first nine months of the year they were 6 per cent 
higher than in the same months of 1964. (A more detailed appraisal of the trade 
position is given in a later section of this note.) On the third quarter the 
deficit on visible trade, on a balance-of-payments basis, seasonally adjusted, 
averaged £27 million a month. 

! 
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Prospects 

14. Die new measures announced by the Government on 27 July were a substantial 
reinforcement of those already taken to ensure that the target of equilibrium by 
the end of i960" would be reached. The measures were designed to act on the 
balance of payments in two ways. Firstly, by slowing down the rate of growth 
of the economy the need for imports will be reduced. Secondly, by operating on 
private investment the net outflow of long-term capital will be curtailed. 

15. Imports are expected to show little or no-; further increase, subject of 
course to any decisions that are made about the import charge. Any increase 
associated with the growth of the economy, which would only be very slow, is 
expected to be broadly offset by lower stockbuilding and a slightly lower level 
of import prices. Our export promotion measures should be showing positive 
results next year, and while there is some uncertainty about world market 
conditions generally over the coming period, we expect deliveries of ships and 
aircraft under existing orders to increase. Taking imports and exports together, 
visible trade may be not far from being in balance in the second half of 1966, on 
a seasonally adjusted basis. Net invisible earnings should be increasing, even 
allowing for the loss of interest and dividends following from the effect of the 
new policies in reducing the net outflow of long-term capital. And in the 
second half of next year there should be a moderate surplus on current account. 
The net outflow of official, capital may be at much the same level as in 1964, 

but private investment is expected to shew a net inflow from the second half of 
I965 onwards in contrast to the net outflow in most earlier years. The effect 
of the April and July Exchange Control measures on the balance of private 
investment in the next year is estimated at nearly £150 million. In addition, 
the Corporation Tax will have begun to affect both inward and outward investment. 
The total long-term capital account may thus be expected to be showing only a 
small outflow in the seennd half of next year. 

16. The development of the balance of payments will itself depend, inter al^a, 
on what decisions are taken with regard to the ir.port charge and the Government 
will continue to keep the situation under review. It remains the Government's 
intention to reduce and abolish the charge as soon as the balance of payments 
permits. 

MORE DBTAjXgD APPRAISAL OF THE TRADE POSITION 

/Sufficiently detailed information is not yet available to 
allow this section to deal with the September figures^ 

Imports 

17. Imports in the latest months (June-August) have been rather higher.than in the 
early months of this year. This reflects some recovery in food imports and also 
increased arrivals of manufactured goods following the reduction in the import 
charge from 15 to 10 per cent at the end of April. Imports have been rather 
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uneven during 1965» partly due to special factors which have also contributed to 
the increase that has occurred since the first quarter. After reaching a very 
high level in the second half of 1964, imports were a good deal lower in the first 
quarter of this year, with food imports falling back, the import charge having an 
effect on imported manufactures, and some deliveries were delayed owing to dock 
strikes in the United States. A recovery in arrivals from North America became 
evident in the following months and imports of semi- and finished manufactures 
rose sharply in May, partly reflecting shipments held back earlier to take 
advantage of the reduction in the temporary import charge. In the last three 
months (June-August), imports of manufactured goods have continued at a slightly 
higher average level, not quite 1 per cent more, than in the previous three 
months. In the first eight months of this year, the average value of imports has 
been very slightly higher than the average for 1964 and not quite 1 per cent more 
than in the first eight months of last year. 

18. The main rise in imports in the latest three months compared with the previous 
three months has been in finished manufactures, in chemicals and in all three 
sectors of the food, drink and tobacco category. Apart from the increases in food 
and raw tobacco, which are not subject to the charge, the moderate further increase 
has been in chargeable goods. Among manufactured goods subject to the charge, 
higher imports of machinery and transport equipment accounted for most of the 
recent increase but imports of clothing and other manufactures were also higher. 
Against the increases, there were slight falls in the other main categories of 
imports - fuels, basic materials and semi-manufactures other than chemicals. A 
large part of the increase in total imports in recent months has come from the 
United States. There have been smaller increases in imports from the sterling 
area, from Western Europe and from other sources, except Latin America and Canada, 
which have shown moderate decreases. Compared with the second half of last year, 
the rise in imports in the first eight months of 1965 has been largely from 
Western Europe especially from EFTA countries. Imports from the sterling area were 
still rather lower than in the second half of 1964. 

19. For the future there are signs that the decline in food imports has ended but 
the future trend will depend on factors such as world prices and crops in the 
United Kingdom. The prospect is possibly of a slight rise in future months. Fuel 
imports normally rise in volume from one year to another. Imports of basic 
materials will probably show only a slight rise. Prices of food and basic 
materials are expected to be lower. Some further growth in imports of semi- and 
finished manufactures would be expected to accompany the continued but slower 
growth in the economy, but the import charge, at 10 per cent, will have some 
restraining effect upon goods subject to it, and stockbuilding, which has an impact 
on imports of industrial materials especially, will probably be lower in coming 
months. Over the whole field of imports, the general trend may be rising slightly 
but with the possibility of further flattening next year. 
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Exports 

20. In the first eight months of 1965» United Kingdom exports have been 6 per cent 
higher than in the corresponding period of 1964. In recent months exports to 
North America have increased sharply, mainly due to the United States where exports 
in the first eight months of this year have been 18 per cent higher than a year 
earlier. Growth in exports to the Overseas Sterling Area has paused after the 
rapid climb towards the end of last year, but the first eight months of 1965 were 
8 per cent above a year earlier. 

21. In Western Europe, growth in exports has flattened off in recent months after 
the recovery from the dip in mid-1964. Expansion in exports to EFTA countries 
continued in the first part of this year, and the first eight months were 6 per 
cent up on a year earlier. Exports to EEC countries have been growing again in 
recent months after their drop in the second half of 1964, but the first eight 
months of this year were still 3 per cent lower than a year earlier. Although 
exports to Italy are no longer falling, they have remained well below a year 
earlier; in recent months exports to France have eased back; however, exports to 
Western Germany have shown fast growth and in the first eight months of this year 
were l4 per cent higher than a year earlier. 

22.' The general outlook for world trade remains favourable. In Western Europe, 
expansion in EFTA Is expected to continue and demand in EEC is expected to 
strengthen. Demand in North America is expected to continue to expand with 
continued fast economic growth in the United States. Demand from the primary 
producing countries is expected to continue to rise. 

LONGER-TERM MEASURES 

23* The Working Party may again wish to have a progress report on longer-term 
measures being taken to strengthen the United Kingdom economy and its balance 
of payments. 

Prices and incomes policy 

24. The Working Party will recall that the Government have made it a first priority 
since taking office to work out with management and unions an agreed policy on 
productivity, prices and incomes, the machinery to implement it and the general 
criteria which, in the national interest, should guide all those concerned in 
determining prices and incomes. Since the last meeting of the Working Party 
three further cases (London Electricity Board tariffs, pay and conditions of 
clerical workers in the electricity supply industry and salaries of staff employed 
by the clearing banks) have been referred to the National Board for Prices and 
Incomes. The Board have so far reported on four of the earlier cases referred to 
them (road haulage rates; wages, costs and prices in the printing industry; bread 
and flour prices; and soap and detergent prices) and these are now being followed 
up vigorously with the industries concerned. 
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25» In spite of the progress made so far, pay increases have in many cases been' 
made above the norm of 3-3è per cent and prices have continued to rise. The 
Government have therefore decided that the policy must be applied more vigorously 
and with a greater sense of urgency. They announced at the beginning of September 
that legislation would be introduced early in the new session to give the National 
Board for Prices and Incomes statutory power to collect all necessary information 
and call witnesses to give evidence, and to give the Government powers by Order 
in Council to require the prior notification of intention to increase prices or 
charges and of claims relating to pay, hours and other major improvements and 
prospective terms of settlement and where, after due consideration, any proposed 
price or pay increase is referred to the Board, to require it to be deferred until 
after the Board has reported. The Government have stated, however, that they will 
not make an Order to bring these provisions into effect unless they are convinced 
that they are necessary to make the policy effective and that before coming to any 
decision to do so they will consult the Trades Union Congress and the Confederation 
of British Industry. They have pointed out that the proposals will, in any case,' 
leave intact the essential voluntary principles on which the policy is based. 

26. The Trades Union Congress have since agreed to operate their own early-warning 
system whereby affiliated unions will be expected to notify proposed wage claims 
to them. The Government for their part have announced that they are already 
operating the early-warning system in respect of all charges, prices and claims 
that fall directly within the public sector. The Confederation of British Industry 
have accepted the Government's legislative proposals and are, in the meantime, 
considering the ways in which their members can co-operate in the reporting of 
intended price increases and pay claims on a voluntary basis. 

The National Plan 

27. The National Plan was published on 16 September. It consists of a detailed 
analysis of the prospects for growth in all parts of the economy and an action 
programme designed to secure the central objectives. These are: 

(i) to remove the balance-of-payments deficit and to achieve the surplus 
required to repay recent borrowing. (£250 million per annum by 1970,) 

(ii) to speed up the rate of growth of output and achieve an increase of 
25 per cent in national output between 1964 and 1970; 

(Hi) to ensure a better balance of development between different regions of 
the country. 

28. The Plan was prepared in close co-operation with the National Economic 
Development Council and the Economic Development Committees for particular industries. 
It was based in part on an Industrial Inquiry which was addressed to virtually all 
branches of industry (including agriculture, distribution,,and the public sector). 
This inquiry asked for estimates of likely output in 1970 consistent with the national 
growth objective of 25 per cent and for estimates of the investment and manpower 
that would be required to achieve that output. 
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29. The Industrial Inquiry shows that industry expects to be able to achieve the 
growth target by 1970 and to achieve sufficient exports to produce a satisfactory 
balance-of-payments position. Bat industries' forecast of manpower requirements 
is slightly in excess of the likely supply and great efforts must acaordingly be 
made to increase the activity rates in the regions and to use existing manpower 
more efficiently. The Plan devotes considerable attention to ways and means of 
improving efficiency. It includes a Check List of Action required, showing where 
responsibility lies for carrying out the programme (i.e. Government, National 
Economic Development Council, Unions, etc.). Examples are the promotion of 
standardization, variety reductions and longer runs; rationalization; policies 
designed to increase labour mobility; training and retraining of management and 
workers; the acceleration of technological advance; action such as investment, 
research and development to save imports and promote exports; and a wide variety 
of measures to secure a more balanced regional economic development. 

50. Prospects for the balance of payments are analyzed in some detail. Direct 
action has been taken on the capital account and the Government's own overseas 
expenditure is to be curbed. But the major part of the improvement that is foreseen 
follows from the very widespread attempt to step up productivity and increase 
efficiency. In addition, the Government's prices and incomes policy should play 
an important part. The Plan emphasizes that the balance of payments must receive 
priority and that, if measures already in hand or envisaged are not enough, others 
will be sought. 

31. The Government carried out a detailed analysis of the pattern of growth that 
might be expected and how the total available resources should be shared between 
the various categories of demand. In this, priority is given first to the resources 
needed to correct the balance of payments and produce a surplus sufficient to repay 
debt, and secondly to investment, especially in manufacturing industry - which is 
an essential prerequisite to faster growth. (The Plan provides for an increase . 
of about 50 per cent in manufacturing investment between 1964 and 1970 and for 
large increases in certain other key sectors notably construction, gas, water, 
and roads.) The Plan shows that, with an increase of 25 per cent in national out
put between 1964 and 1970, with sufficient resources allowed for the balance of 
payments and investment, and with public expenditure contained within the 4 1/4 per 
cent ceiling, there should be enough resources left to enable personal consumption 
to rise by a little over 3 per cent per annum - which is roughly the same rate as 
during the last five years. It also concludes that the level of savings at 
existing tax-rates is likely to be sufficient to match prospective investment. 

32. The reception of the Plan so far has been good, and the co-operation of 
management and Unions in industry has been excellent. Although the measures 
adopted last July will slow down the rate of growth in the short-term, this need . 
not impede the achievement of the longer-term objectives provided industry presses 
ahead with re-equipment and modernization despite a temporary slackening in order 
books. One of the Government's main aims in launching the Plan is to give industry 
a clear view of the future. Thus it is hoped that publication of the Plan and the 
discussions that will continue in the Economic Development.Committees will encourage 
firms to base their investment plans on longer-term growth prospects. In addition, 
the Government are, as stated in the Plan, considering whether, and how, the 
existing fiscal incentives to industrial investment can be strengthened. 
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33* The Government have explained that the Plan is intended primarily as a guide 
to action. As such, it should be an invaluable tool of economic management. As 
circumstances change, revisions may be called for but this does not detract from 
the value of planning. An increasing number of decisions must be based on a 
view of the medium-term future and it is clearly desirable that these should be 
based on the best possible information. 


